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On December 11th, 2015 Parma was officially invited to take part in the
UNESCO Creative Cities Network, becoming the first Italian Creative City
of Gastronomy. A significant event for the Made in Italy: with Parma, the
cultural and agricultural Italian model became part of the Creative Cities
Network. We are in the heart of the Food Valley: Emilia-Romagna is the
European region with the highest number of PDO and PGI products, and
it is described by Forbes "Italy's greatest gastronomic treasure." The US
magazine has named Parma as the leader, or rather the ambassador-city
of a unique territory.
For UNESCO, food is not just a commercial product, but it is the symbol
of an entire community. To achieve this important result, in fact, Parma
hadn’t had to "invent" anything, but rather had to systematize what it had
developed over time in terms of experience, stories, know-how, making
them the keystone of its growth. Parma is this, and much more. Its lands
gave birth to Parmigianino, Verdi, Toscanini, Guareschi, Attilio Bertolucci.
The landscape, the culture and the food are united by an indissoluble bond,
they are the common source that feeds the memory, the art and the beauty
in all its forms.
MEDIA KIT
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Parma's gastronomic heritage is not only a set of resources, but it is a unique
combination of anthropological expressions that constitute the identity, the
history and the know-how of the community, a culture linked
to a material and immaterial heritage: the ideal context where to
promote the development of "creative tourism".
Being part of the UNESCO Creative Cities Network is an important
responsibility. It means laying the foundations of its own economic
development, provididing a growing platform for professionals: sowing
and harvesting. It's not just pick up the pace, but it is to change
the paradigm, thinking in an international and glocal perspective. Raising the
gaze upwards and offering an idea of the future – more than ever precious in
these uncertain times - treasuring the "City Branding" strategy: Parma bets
on its identity, made of original experiences impossible to reproduce, to build
and consolidate its local and international reputation, the very year of the
celebration of the 2200 year since the founding of the city.
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Parma is one of the main intersections of the ancient Via Emilia, crossed
since Roman times by merchants and travelers from near and far horizons.
It is not simply a road, it is a geographical and mental journey that winds
through the fields of the Lower Valley and of the Apennine valleys, where
many different ideas and feelings have merged and weaved together to
create the foundations of a civilization based on hospitality, food and the
soil.
To talk about Parma, we are starting from the perceived, concrete and alive
dimension of the territory, from the direct experience: THINK, ACT, FEEL,
SENSE, RELATE. Five dimensions of being and doing, five ways to get to
know Parma.

THINK:

IN PARMA THEY “KNOW HOW TO DO IT”
“There are only two lasting bequests we can hope to give our children” Pulitzer price William
Hodding Carter wrote: “One of these is roots, the other wings”. It is the heritage of knowledge
and skills sedimented and refined in centuries of work and passion and the ability to project
ourselves beyond geographical and cultural boundaries, launching a bridge towards the future. In
other words: identity and creativity, united by a value perspective that integrates the themes of
sustainability and inclusion.
From the short chain to organic, from the recovery of traditional productions to major industries, in
Parma they “know how to do it”: the deep knowledge of the tricks of the trade, the
craftsmanship and the transmission of knowledge laid the foundations of a true Culture of
Food and of an excellence chain.
Even before the official UNESCO designation, Parma could be historically defined as the Italian
capital of agro-food and, more generally, the emblem of the national gastronomic culture. For
centuries it has been feeding on art and music, it has refined its cosmopolitan vocation at the
court of the Farnese, the Bourbons and the Habsburgs, it turned to the cult of elegance of Maria
Luigia of Austria, wife of Napoleon Bonaparte. The Apennine hills, with their cool, dry climate,
affected by the proximity of the sea, and the low, damp plain that slides into the Po river, have been
the cradle of a century-old agri-food tradition. The genius loci is the source of true works of art, the
Prosciutto di Parma, appreciated since Roman times, or cheese: above all, Parmigiano Reggiano,
invented in the Middle Age by Benedictine and Cistercian monks. Or the Culatello di Zibello, the
Salame Felino, the Coppa di Parma, the Black Truffle of Fragno, the Borgotaro Mushroom, the wines
of the hills: an inexhaustible vein of flavors and stories.

Business ability did the rest, transforming the territory, already in the eighteenth
century, into the engine of the rising food canning industry, such as that for tomatoes
or fish, bakery, pasta. No coincidence that Parma is the headquarters of EFSA - the
European Food Safety Authority and of SSICA - the Experimental Station for the Food
Preservation Industry, as well as numerous companies for the production of systems
for the food processing and packaging.
Food, in Parma, is not an immutable tale, fossilized in the orthodox respect of a
tradition: it is a lively language that dialogues whit the present, and it expresses the
territory giving shape to a history of excellences. This is why Parma is a Creative City,
that is a place, as the urban planner Roberto Bobbio (Creative Planning. Planning
innovation in cities) writes, which is «not only preparing for the future, but it becomes
a conscious lab, where to process ideas of change».
In this sense, Parma, is a “smart city”: a urban space that faces the challenge that the
globalization and the economic crisis pose in terms of competitiveness and sustainable
development. A place where the quality of life is high, a city that attracts
talents, produces research and innovation, develops new social practices, activates
networks and relationships, looks at long-lasting goals by making choices and
investments that focus on new drivers for growth.
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ACT:

PARMA IN THE HEART OF TASTE, EQUILIBRIUM AND PLEASURE
In Parma, on the table, there is life! In the heart of the Food Valley, in Parma,
food has a close relationship with the memory and the culture of the places
of taste. The artisans and the various chains contribute in a decisive way to
the building of the identity of the territory. Food becomes narration, but also
innovation, creativity, wise use of the resources of the territory, in a sustainable
way. The great gastronomic culture contributes to a joyful and balanced
lifestyle. Producers - farms, wineries, cheese factories, cured meats factories restaurateurs, hoteliers, tour operators, guides, escorts, merchants gathered in
the Product Club “Parma City of Gastronomy”, which protects the quality of
products, and guarantees the authenticity and exceptionality of an experience in
Parma and in its province. At the moment, the members are about 250 and they
all respect high standards of quality, professionalism and exclusivity.
The focus is the gastronomic offer of the territory. The way the seasoned
prosciutto is proved with the “tasto”, a horse bone needle, or the way the
stuffed anolini are accurately folded, angle the Salame Felino is sliced thin in
order to not oxidize it, the sound of a wheel of Parmigiano Reggiano beaten
with the hammer to evaluate its quality: knowledge is nothing but the direct
fruit of work and experience, and this simple statement explains the strong
value basis of the field. Parma has a consolidated history born from generations
of producers able to realize real works of art and of genius.
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FEEL: THE LAND OF IDEAS
Great products, great industries and great ideas are not born by chance
and do not arise anywhere. They plunge their roots in the same fertile
soil: Parma is the “land of ideas”, an expression of excellence and
typicality.
Parmigiano Reggiano PDO
The ambassador of the Food Valley, of Parma and of the Made in Italy
in the world. The Parmigiano Reggiano secret is written black on white
in the guidelines, but above all it belongs to master cheesemakers. To
express all its flavor, the cheese “must pass two summers,” or wait two
years until crystals of amino acids typical of well-aged wheels form, as
quality indicators.
Prosciutto di Parma PDO
Mild flavor, uniform color, the Prosciutto di Parma breathes the wind of
the Apennines and of the hills of Parma, which comes, fragrant, from
the pine forests and from the sea breeze blowing through the windows.
The manufacturers know exactly when and how long to keep them open
in the aging rooms where the ham hungs to acquire its unmistakable
aroma. Its characteristic is the sweetness: due to the low-salt, only 5%.
Culatello di Zibello PDO
“Son of the Mist”, the Culatello is prepared in winter in the Lower
Parma Valley, near the Po, not only in Zibello, but also in the rest of
the production area: Busseto, Polesine, Soragna, Roccabianca, San
Secondo, Sissa and Colorno. For the salting, a mixture of salt, garlic and
pepper whole or in pieces is used, with which the Culatello is vigorously
massaged. The stage of aging is important, and it takes place in a damp
place, so that the meat maintains its softness.
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Salame di Felino PGI
A prince among salami, with eight centuries of history behind it: a characteristic ruby
red color, the salame was born in Felino, a town in the province of Parma dominated
by the namesake castle. With the pig’s undershoulder, a perfect balance between
lean and fat parts is achieved, for a product enhanced by 25 days of aging. Sweet and
delicate, it is stuffed into natural casings only, and it is cut into oblique slices, thick
“as a peppercorn”, as tradition dictates.
Coppa di Parma PGI
Excellent for appetizers and aperitifs, the Coppa di Parma is a born “at home” PGI
produced for family consumption, and then, later on, produced in factories, on an
industrial scale. The meat is trimmed, salted, stuffed into natural casing and left to
age in natural ventilated cellars for two or three months. This treatment gives the
Coppa di Parma PGI the delicate but rich in personality aroma.
Fungo di Borgotaro PGI
It is well-known in the world thanks to some merchants who, at the end of the 19th
century, exported it to America and England, where it had great success. It is the
first “fruit and vegetable” non - culturable product at a European level, and it exists
in four versions of boleti: on summery, a wintry and two popularly called “dark” and
“magnan”. Light brown color, it grows between chestnuts and beeches of the area of
Albareto and Borgo Val di Taro, in the province of Parma.
Tartufo Nero di Fragno
An ipogeous treasure that enriches many recipes with its special touch. Recognized
as a ATP (Agrifood Traditional Product), named after the namesake town in the
municipality of Calestano, in the area between the rivers Parma and Baganza, in the
lands that belonged to the powerful Fieschi family of Genoa. From immemorial time
it has been searched with dogs trained by “tartufini” of the area. It is the special
ingredient of risotto with black of Fragno and many other typical dishes.

Malvasia dei Colli di Parma PDO
On the hills of Parma, in particular Maiatico, Val Baganza, Arola, Val
Parma and around the Castle of Torrechiara, the Malvasia di Candia
Aromatica is grown, an ancient wine of white grape native of the island of
Crete, imported by the Venetians in 1200. Alone or combined with white
moscato, this grape gives rise to the Malvasia dei Colli di Parma, a wine
with an unmistakable aromatic scent, great especially if accompanied by
typical local cured cuts.
Lambrusco dei Colli di Parma PDO
From the best vineyards and grapes of the Lambrusco Maestri variety, a
unique and distinctive product of the area is created, the Lambrusco PDO
of the hills of Parma. A ruby-red wine, lively, with an intense aroma of
violets, prepared according to an ancient tradition. There are a dry and a
sweet version, still, or sparkling, bubbly and exuberant: it has a versatility
that also reflects into its pairings.
Colli di Parma Rosso PDO
With the Barbera grapes, primarily, but also with Bonarda and Croatina,
a wide variety of red wines is produced. They have great personality,
reinforced by “age”. Dark, generous, soured, these wines are obtained
from the fermentation of red grapes, and they are the excellent
accompaniment to game dishes, in pairing with local recipes.
Ancient flavors, “peasants”, subjected to a progressive rediscovery that
puts them under the spotlight.
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SENSE: PARMA IS AN EXPERIENCE OF THE SENSES

Who arrives in Parma wants to feel part of the place, to savor its uniqueness: a trip
becomes an emotional experience, where the delights of the senses – to taste, to
smell, to hear, to see, to caress - let you plunge into the city’s life.
Parma is a mosaic of stories and faces - those of producers, proud heirs of an ancient
tradition - that become, for visitors, ambassadors of an art of living.
In the transition from a “tourism of objects” to a “tourism of meanings”, the city
opened up to more advanced and sophisticated perspectives, beginning to redesign
its offer in a experiential perspective of pleasure.
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THINK ACT FEEL SENSE RELATE

For this reason, Parma operators offer highly themed and customizable
experiences, pathways that stimulate feelings and emotions through
the five senses, especially the taste, which, here,
has a history and a memory.
In fact, when it comes to food all roads lead to Parma.
And they’re ways to travel slowly, savoring every detail, by foot, by bike,
by shuttle - always in a sustainable way - allowing ourselves
to surrender a step (or a pedal stroke) at a time.
To explore by foot squares and medieval streets, among shops and historic
buildings, mount aboard a shuttle to enjoy the hills and go to meet the producers
and their secrets, passing from a monument to a tasting:
the flavors of the territory are the central
theme of “Parma City of Gastronomy” tours.
The quickest way to reach the centers of the province, to discover their
environmental and productive treasures, is the shuttle.
Customers can forget long rides in the car and can enjoy the journey,
to get to know the places of production of the Prosciutto di Parma
and the Parmigiano Reggiano,
visit a winery in the hills, to savor all
the taste and perfumes of local wines.
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Various tour operators have organized thematic gourmet packages of two
and three days, enriched with experiences related to the territory. Among
the proposals, organic trails between small local farms, itineraries linked
to gastronomic culture and tradition, with visits to factories and museums
of taste or, again, combinations between Food Valley and Motor Valley.
There is also the slow modality par excellence: a walk in the heart of
Parma. A guided tour to discover the treasures of the city (churches,
monuments, historic buildings), ending with a tasting of typical local
products.
Who wants to discover more about the food vocation of Parma can
visit the Food Museums, a circuit dedicated to local products, which
illustrates centuries of traditions aimed at producing high quality food,
fitting naturally in the various gastronomic paths.
In an area rich in castles and Verdi’s suggestions, in the shadow of
the Meli Lupi fortress in Soragna , there is the Parmigiano Reggiano
Museum, while in Langhirano, in the former Foro Boario, there is the
Museum of Prosciutto, echoed by the Salame Museum placed inside
the castle of Felino. In the flatland, in Polesine Parmense, the Museum
of Culatello and of “Masalèn” was inaugurated in March 2018, located
in the completely restored Antica Corte Pallavicina. Giarola, in the
municipality of Collecchio, houses, inside a monumental Benedictine
rural courtyard of XIII century, both the Museum of Tomato and the Pasta
Museum, recently opened. Recently, the oenology of the territory as well
has a dedicated space: the Wine Cellar of the Food Museums, a Museum
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of Wine, housed in the stronghold of Sala
Baganza, a summary of history, belonged to the
Sanvitale family from the XIII century to the early
‘600, and then to the Farnese family.

RELATE: UNITED WE WIN
From the excellence of taste to the taste for the excellence.
Parma is cultivating the ambition for quality.
Not to mention the pleasure of being part of a team: institutions,
factories and competent and passionate people working together to offer
the world unique and unrivaled products.
Adhering to the UNESCO Network of Creative Cities,
Parma became part of a network that has among its objectives the
development of active international collaborations.
This means the opportunity to present Parma and in general the Food Valley
and the Emilia-Romagna region to the world, sharing experiences and best
practices related to nutrition and
sustainable development.
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Networking also means to present
ourselves as a single brand,
by relating the most significant realities of the territory,
especially those linked to the agri-food sector.
In the province of Parma, in Colorno, there is ALMA,
the International School of Italian Cuisine,
the most important center of Italian culinary training,
recognized internationally. In the city, in the area where the
Auditorium Paganini now stands and where the historical home of the
Barilla pasta factory once stood, today brought back to the city,
there is Academia Barilla, the center dedicated to the spread of
Italian food culture in the world.
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Then, there are the already mentioned Product Club “Parma City of Gastronomy”,
and the consortium of restaurateurs “Parma Quality Restaurants”, born in 2016
with the aim of promoting the identity and value of local typical products.
Parma is also, as said, the headquarter for the European Food Safety Authority EFSA
and the Experimental Station for the Food Preserving Industry SSICA.
Another important actor is Fiere di Parma, a three hundred thousand square meter
exhibition center into the heart of the highly productive activity in northern and central Italy,
which organizes leading events in the food sector, such as Cibus. Also from the point of view
of academic education, Parma has been able, over the years, to create a series of educational
courses, starting from the two Hospitality training Institutes and an Agricultural technical
Institute, to the Department of Food Science of the University of Parma, with the degree
courses in Food Science and Technology in Gastronomic Sciences and the Master in Culture,
Organization and Marketing of Territorial Enogastronomy.
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www.parmacityofgastronomy.it
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